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Are you one of the millions of adults in need of adult
braces who are unhappy, selfconscious or even
embarrassed of your smile?
Six Month Braces will move your teeth to their most
beautiful position giving you a great smile!

What is Six Month Braces?
It is contemporary cosmetic orthodontic techniques with modern materials. The key
technology of six month braces is the use of hitech arch wires which have shape
memory, meaning that whichever way the wire is deformed by the current improper
position of your teeth, the wire will return to the ideal original shape allowing your
teeth to automatically move to the desired position. Simply Incredible!!

Can braces really be done or finished in 6 months? How is this
possible?
Our dentists utilize the latest techniques and technology to move your teeth quickly
and safely. It’s important to note that Six Month Braces adult braces are not
intended to be a substitute for comprehensive orthodontic treatment. Six Month
Braces are intended to straighten the teeth that show in your smile. The technique
offers tremendous advantages over traditional metal braces:
Unlike the traditional braces, this procedure straightens teeth in an average of just six months and uses low
forces to gently move teeth more comfortably.
The Six Month Braces utilizes specialized clear brackets and toothcoloured wires making them virtually
invisible.
The procedure is typically less expensive than traditional braces.

Do I have to wear big metal braces?
You do NOT have to wear metal braces on your teeth. We use clear,
nearly invisible braces on your teeth.

Brace yourself…for only 6 months with a smile you can afford!
Having a beautiful smile, you are confident in showing off is important. We believe that everyone should have a smile
they are proud to show off. Finesse Dental is proud to offer Six Month Braces as a solution to giving you straight
teeth and a beautiful smile!

Book your FREE Smile Consultation NOW and be one step closer to getting that
smile you are wishing for!
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